MULESOFT API CONNECTIVITY: UNIFY COMMUNICATIONS AND
DATA EXCHANGES ORGANIZATION-WIDE
CONNECT YOUR WORLD - APPS, SYSTEMS, AND LEGACY TECH - TO MAKE THE
MOST OF YOUR DATA
Connect all your enterprise applications – both on-premise and cloud-based –
for business agility, to unify communications and increase data exchanges
across your organization. MuleSoft’s Anypoint Platform™ is the world’s leading
integration platform for API, Saas, and SOA.

A PROVEN HYBRID PLATFORM
MuleSoft is a proven provider of a widely used hybrid integration platform for connecting SaaS and enterprise
applications in the cloud and on-premises. Developers can connect applications together quickly and easily,
enabling them to exchange data using API-led connectivity, and loose coupling of enterprise applications or
systems. You can re-architect your SOA infrastructure from legacy systems, proprietary platforms, and custom
integration code to create business agility.

Digital enterprise today requires speed and agility in accessing data; new technologies – like SaaS, mobile,
and IoT – are increasing (exponentially) the number of endpoints that must be connected. When
organizations implement on their own, they can run into problems due to a lack of experience – everything
from dirty data to no data governance policies or process to a lack of monitoring ongoing data quality.
That’s why XTIVIA offers a practical way to plan, implement and monitor MuleSoft APIs between different
applications and systems as well as ensure data governance protocols, clean data exchange and ongoing
data quality.

MULESOFT BENEFITS
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Optimize legacy systems investments.
Roll out new business features quickly.
Migrate technology infrastructure to the public or private cloud and prioritize adoption of SaaS applications and other
cloud technologies.
Share IT assets with users inside and outside the business to facilitate collaboration.
Users can discover best practice resources via self-service, enabling faster on-ramp and project execution.
Monitor, secure and govern all aspects between mobile, cloud and legacy apps via a single user interface.
Deliver operational intelligence and real-time business insights with fully customizable dashboards and reports.

MULESOFT FEATURES
●
●
●
●

Meet your full lifecycle API management and enterprise integration needs with the MuleSoft hybrid integration
platform. Implement APIs with pre-built integration components.
Transform data graphically, ensure quality by composing in-line tests, and democratize access with auto-generated
portals.
Write purpose-built, secure applications and APIs once and deploy anywhere.
Change environments on the fly, scale as needed, and achieve high availability or zero-message loss reliability with a
few commands.

MULESOFT TECHNOLOGY
Mule ESB, CloudHub iPaaS, API Manager and over 120 SaaS and on-premises connectors are the building blocks of the only
unified connectivity platform for integration that allows companies to deploy their integrations in a hybrid environment,
connecting to both SaaS applications and on-premises systems seamlessly.
Mule, the runtime engine of Anypoint Platform, is a lightweight Java-based enterprise service bus (ESB) and integration
platform that allows developers to connect applications together quickly and easily, enabling them to exchange data. It allows
you to eliminate the need for custom point-to-point integration code.

OPTIMIZE YOUR TECHNOLOGY
MuleSoft provides the technology transformation software for customers who would like to make the most of legacy data and
roll out new business features in a short span of time. Accordingly, the organization either has to depend on (or upgrade)
existing IT systems, or, implement a new application which has to integrate with existing systems.
In connecting data exchanges within applications and systems, it is vital to ensure that the transferred data is clean prior to
moving it due to the risk of potential corruption. Further, having a strategic framework in place in terms of data governance and
maintenance is important, especially for enterprises with a global footprint because diverse organizations must have a

common data glossary, established data policies and oversight, and ongoing monitoring to ensure data quality are essential to
having accessible, actionable, real-time data.

XTIVIA provides deep experience to ensure the strategy, policies, processes, and protocols are in place to work effectively with
MuleSoft products, along with the technical expertise to implement the plan, so you get the results you expect - clean data,
established data governance policies, and protocols and on-going system checks to monitor data quality. Whether a new
installation or a ‘fix’ of a previous implementation, XTIVIA’s developers can handle any scenario regardless of organizational
size or project complexity.
Our vision is that XTIVIA’s customers have the technology foundation, integrations, and innovations – faster and more
affordably – to meet their business needs, so they are productive, poised for future growth and profitability.
MuleSoft is a leader in offering the API connectivity software that unifies communication and data exchanges; XTIVIA’s
experts are the ones who make it work within a customer’s unique IT infrastructure.

XTIVIA MAKES MULESOFT API CONNECTIVITY EASY
Digital enterprise today requires speed and agility in accessing data; new technologies – like SaaS, mobile, and IoT – are
increasing (exponentially) the number of (dynamically changing) endpoints that must be connected. APIs enable companies to
extract the data collected into cohesive information and actionable insights which, ultimately, accelerates business outcomes.
XTIVIA’s developers understand business targets, as well as how to plan for and achieve them, through technology solutions
like MuleSoft. Our commitment is to help our customers create their best digital experiences, regardless of project complexity.
Talk with a trusted XTIVIA advisor today so we can help create your connected data experience.
Learn more here: https://www.xtivia.com/services/enterprise-information-management/mulesoft/

“Your brand experience rests on the technology that delivers it. Enhance your competitive
advantage through the right technology. The future of your business depends on it.”
Dennis R. Robinson - CEO, XTIVIA

ABOUT XTIVIA
XTIVIA is a proven technology integration and innovation company known for delivering leading-edge technology solutions to
our clients’ specific requirements, regardless of project complexity. We bring next-level business operations to reality through
Application Development, Business Intelligence, Data Warehousing, Database Support & Management, Enterprise Information
Management, Digital Experience Solutions and Enterprise Resource Planning. Our success stems from a demonstrated ability
to deliver deep expertise via professional services, empowering clients to leverage their chosen technology successfully,
competitively and profitably. XTIVIA has offices in Colorado, New York, New Jersey, Missouri, Texas, Virginia, and India.
www.xtivia.com

